
“How Could a Holy God Make
Prophets Lie?”
Please explain the text of 2 Chronicles 22:18-22. The Lord put
a lying spirit in the mouth of the prophets to lie. How does
that conform to God’s holy nature?

Thanks for your question. This story is recounted in both 1
Kings 22 and 2 Chronicles 18. The question, as you rightly
ask, is how such a story can be consistent with God’s holy
nature?

There are a number of important observations to make about
this passage. First, observe that in 1 Kings 22:1-12, Ahab
asks Jehoshaphat if he would be willing to go to war with him
to retake Ramoth-gilead. Jehoshaphat agrees, but wants first
to inquire of the Lord. Ahab brings out 400 false prophets,
who tell him what he wants to hear. It is clear that these are
not true prophets of the Lord because Jehoshaphat asks Ahab if
there isn’t a prophet of the Lord that they might yet inquire
of (see vv. 7-8). This is important, for Ahab has essentially
attempted to call a bunch of false prophets before him who
will merely tell him what he wants to hear (and has already
decided to do).

Second, notice what happens when Micaiah (a true prophet of
the  Lord)  is  called.  Of  course,  initially  Micaiah
sarcastically tells the king what the false prophets are also
saying. It’s clear that he says this sarcastically because the
king reminds him to only tell him the truth in the name of the
Lord. At this point, Micaiah, the true prophet of the Lord,
tells the king the whole truth of God; namely, that the king’s
venture will not succeed and that the king himself will die in
battle. In other words, the Lord, through His true prophet,
tells the king the whole truth at this point. He even tells
the king that He has put a deceiving spirit in the mouth of
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the king’s (false) prophets. The Lord, through Micaiah, here
tells King Ahab the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but
the truth.

Third, notice that Ahab disregards the true prophet of the
Lord, spurns his advice, and instead willfully chooses to
follow the advice of his false prophets (the very prophets
that  Micaiah  has  just  told  him  are  speaking  lies  and
falsehoods). The Lord has actually told Ahab the whole truth,
but Ahab chooses to follow the advice of lying false prophets,
rather than the advice of Micaiah, a true prophet of the Lord
(as Ahab himself acknowledges Micaiah to be—see v. 8).

Notice, then, that God nowhere lies to Ahab here. In fact, he
pointedly reveals to Ahab the whole awful truth about what
will happen if Ahab goes ahead with his plans. It’s true, of
course,  that  God  does  permit  deceptive  spirits  to  speak
through Ahab’s false prophets. But it’s important to remember
that He reveals this truth to Ahab through His true prophet,
Micaiah. It’s also important to bear in mind that, given God’s
sovereignty over everything that happens, whenever lies are
told  or  evil  spirits  (or  men)  do  something,  God  has
sovereignly permitted them to do so. God created human beings
and angels as free, rational, morally responsible creatures.
Since such creatures are truly free, they are free to do good
or evil. Whenever a free creature chooses to do something
evil, God must sovereignly permit that creature to do so.
However, as we see repeatedly in the Bible, God can take even
the evil and sinful choices of His creatures, and bring about
good from them (remember the story of Joseph and his brothers;
see, in particular, Genesis 50:15-21).

In conclusion, then, although much more could be said, this is
how I would briefly attempt to interpret this fascinating
story. I hope this is helpful to you. God bless you!

Shalom in Christ,
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God on Trial
Recently  my  friend,  a  good  and  decent  man,  was  on  trial
because his daughter accused him of sexually abusing her from
age five to twelve. His attorney amassed so much evidence of
his  innocence  that  he  kept  saying,  “You’ll  never  see  the
inside of a courtroom,” but he did. For several years we
prayed faithfully for God to vindicate him of these heinous
charges,  along  the  way  learning  of  the  depth  of  their
daughter’s troubled adolescence. She had accused him of sexual
abuse once before, right after her parents committed her into
an adolescent psych hospital after some particularly violent
behavior, and she threatened them with “You’ll be sorry.” None
of the mental health professionals believed her, and even
though her behavior and arrests for theft screamed “I am not a
truthful person,” she manipulated the prosecutor into painting
her as a poor, abused child whose acting out was perfectly
justified because of the horrific wounds on her soul.

In the courtroom, I watched this master manipulator at work.
Not only did she give a fine performance on the stand, but she
got her sister to testify on her behalf, proffering stories of
invented violence and meanness from both parents. Her mother
and father could identify the incidents she referred to, with
some aspects embellished and others that provided context and
important details conveniently left out. As I listened to the
testimonies, not even knowing yet what had really happened, my
spirit was struck with an awareness that only grew as the
testimonies went on: we’re seeing a lying spirit at work here.

I  was  really  surprised  that  my  friend’s  defense  attorney
didn’t address these vicious attacks on his character, even
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though they would have been easy to counter with the truth, so
the judge was left to believe that they were true. And I was
also surprised that the judge was also left with other wrong
impressions because of what I suspect was inadequate defense
strategy.

Nonetheless, with pounding hearts as the judge rendered his
verdict at the end of the two-day trial, we were relieved to
hear him announce “Not guilty.” But first, the judge fixed my
friend  with  an  intense  look  of  disapproval  and  basically
yelled  at  him  for  being  a  terrible  father  and  awful
disciplinarian, telling him that he thinks he really is the
monster his daughter portrayed him to be and that he did do
the horrible things she accused him of, and God help him if he
did. But there was sufficient evidence of his innocence to
justify a “not guilty” verdict, and we thanked the Lord for
it.

As I continued to think about this very difficult experience
and emotionally charged time, I was struck by how we can
easily put God on trial for terrible things we think He did or
didn’t do. There is an enemy with a lying spirit, Satan and
his hordes of demons, who slander God to us, twisting and
manipulating details to make us judge Him guilty of being an
unfair or uncaring or impotent or sadistic God who has wronged
us. A big part of the problem is that we don’t have all the
facts, and we are not hearing the countering truth that answer
the lies or the twists that have been offered so enticingly.
That’s what is at the root of the problem of pain and evil and
suffering in our world: we don’t have all the facts, and we
are hearing slanderous lies, many unanswered, from a spirit
who hates God and wants us to hate Him too.

In the end, my friend heard the precious words “not guilty,”
and in the End, God will also be proven to be righteous and
true and good. But in the meantime, we need to be aware of the
evil work of a lying spirit. And when we hear a lie about God,
stand up and speak the truth so people hear the other side of



the story. Proverbs 18:17 says, “The first to present his case
seems right, till another comes forward and questions him.”
May we equip ourselves to be able to answer the slanderous
lies against our God from “the first to present his case.”

This blog post originally appeared at
blogs.bible.org/engage/sue_bohlin/god_on_trial

on June 22, 2010.
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